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• “Learning to Live,” the toughest mode in PES, returns to FIFA. • A “virtual organ” allows training to
monitor your body movements and enhance skill development in-game. You can also customize your
player’s on-pitch skills and attributes as you become more experienced. • “The Journey” allows players to
improve their skills via tutorials and challenges. • New interactive goal celebrations system with even more
opportunities to celebrate. • New editing tool for in-game celebrations: choose where and when to display
your “Freekick:” “BONUS” feature allows for additional creative flourishes and set-piece goals, and you can
even upload highlights to your own Instagram or Facebook page. • Multiple camera angles for matches
with pre-selected views from the flanks, and multiple cameras per game: view your team, player and
opposition on a choice of 53 cameras from an angle that allows you to truly dive into the action. • LOCKED
ON FUTURE (LOF) technology allows players to predict where the ball is going to be. • Create your own
team of rivals from the best in the world, or add new teams by scanning the faces of legends using an
innovative facial recognition system. • Authentic and realistic player movements, expressions, sweat and
body language. • New Teammate AI: train and develop tactics, play together in training, select players in
“Attacking and Defensive” games. • New ball physics: game more like real life with the ball behaving more
like a traditional pitch. • New Focus Line: tactical defence is further enhanced, while an attacking line will
kick-on or off at the right time. • New Footy Battles feature: Defend the goal with multiple AI-controlled
defensive players and assign them to specific areas on the pitch, and one player can also play as a
goalkeeper! • New 5-a-side game mode for both CPU and player teams. • FIFA Ultimate Team mode: new
card packs, club cards and goalkeepers. • Improved in-game ESPN storytelling • Use 3D Touch on your
iPhone 6S/6S Plus or iPhone 6/6 Plus to automatically bring up the Info panel on cards, or use the “Glance�
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Features Key:
Delivered in a state-of-the-art game engine that harnesses and studies the data scientists and
mathematicians have combined with cutting edge AI to fundamentally change the way players
think, talk and move on and off the ball.
Addictive gameplay that simulates real-world football matches. There’s no scripted pre-cues and no
forced AI controlled created to improve the gameplay of Ultimate Team.
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AI reacting intelligently to your actions and adapting to suit the ever-changing game dynamically.
Add dynamic and intuitive Master League and Game Day seasons that continuously adapt to the
performance of the clubs.
Support for online play, as well as drop-in, drop-out for true-to-life, always-online competitive
multiplayer.
Absolute coach control, with everything from tactics to training screens directly mapped from the
touchline.
Premium packs – these cost extra, but bring boundless content and massive bonuses to your
Ultimate Team.
Dynamic season transitions to let you play football in October and switch to winter football in
January.
Real-world kits and authentic stadium atmospheres.
Play out a full-blown annual campaign – start a season with the very first 20th Century clubs.
A more dynamic system for world and competition cups, and Europa League and Champions
League.
FIFA icon – a new motion graphics engine and the return of the iconic star icon that lets you know
who you’re speaking to.
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FIFA is truly the world's leading sports game franchise. More than 100 million copies sold; over 2,300
licensed and official clubs, players and stadiums from more than 100 countries; over 300 million gameplay
hours in multiplayer and more. FIFA is the number-one sports game of all time, and FIFA 19 is the highest
rated football game on Metacritic. FIFA 20 is the ground-breaking title that revolutionised football games,
and with FIFA 19 set to be the biggest football game of all time, this is your chance to relive the past,
experience something new, and connect to the biggest football community around the world. KEY
FEATURES Winner of EA SPORTS Game of the Year and 'Sports Game of the Year' at The Game Awards
2019 Winner of 'Sports Game of the Year' at The Game Awards 2019 • 4K Ultra HD support • Immersive
FIFA Stadium • Improved Player Intelligence System • New Making of the Team • New Matchday
Masterclass • New Storylines & MyClub • New Custom Draft • Next Generation FIFA Ultimate Team •
Realistic Physics • New User Interface for Casual Play • New Tactics The Best FIFA Mobile for iOS and
Android FIFA Mobile features the pinnacle of football gameplay from the very best in the business, plus the
very best in iOS and Android mobile gaming. • Live-stream your gameplay with Friends • Create your
dream team • Play as many new and classic teams • Go head to head in FIFA Ultimate Team™ • Challenge
the best mobile players in the FIFA eClub™ • Compete in friendly tournaments and leagues • Join the
community and download new content From the explosive creativity of FUT Champions to the intensity of
the eFootball PES League, FIFA Mobile offers a variety of game modes to suit all football styles and tastes.
Become a Champion of Mobile Sports FIFA Mobile has a new name, but your journey to FIFA supremacy
continues. Team up with your friends and compete in Tournament, League and Cup modes and go head to
head with other mobile sports players in the FIFA eClub. Head to head matchmaking pits you against other
Top 10 players from the world's biggest football nations for a challenge that can only be won in mobile!
Call the Shots FIFA Mobile lets you lead the team with a host bc9d6d6daa
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Packed with a deeper roster of more than 2,000 players, and a host of new ways to discover, earn and
connect with them; as well as new items, more new icons, more new stadium styles, and more cards,
Ultimate Team now offers a deeper and richer gameplay experience. Introducing the all-new MyClub. Be an
owner of your favourite team and learn more about your club, stadium and team in an all-new team
management mode. Explore new paths to glory with the new Ultimate Team Leaderboards and earn
amazing rewards, such as training and stadium upgrades, with spectacular weekly rewards. New ways to
play – Choose your tactics to guide your team to victory. In Friendlies, play against teams of your friends,
or face opponents in Knock-out or League games. In Draft Mode, use your imagination to dream up your
perfect team. For more than 125 new human player models to choose from and an expanded set of players
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with deeper stats, Ultimate Team offers the biggest and most exciting roster of players ever in a FIFA
game. FIFA 2K17 – Get Under the Hood I have played this game from the very beginning, I enjoyed the
realism in game play of this one, it was well made. When a player makes a pass to a teammate to score,
the computer makes a beep. Please don’t stop the beep in the game. I don’t mind it. However, I am about
to start playing FUT again, and it’s great. There’s a lot more depth to the game. The previous FUT was
limited to just players. So you’re basically left to find the player you want. Now, it has the licenses for every
team in the world. You don’t need to track down an elusive player. And the game boasts new players and
new clubs to play with. I haven’t got a crystal ball, but I can see FUT growing from this. I found that the
game worked very well, it was easy to play and use. It was always accurate in its representation of how
football works. The gameplay was crisp and smooth. The stadiums had plenty of atmosphere when you
play at them. The game’s presentation is like nothing else. The game is packed with beautiful cinematics.
Real visuals, like the atmosphere of a stadium, time of day and all the other stuff you can’t see in the
game. Amazing

What's new:
Introduction of “Quick Play” in the “New” mode, “Story” mode
where players can choose from various storylines with unique
challenges, become famous and face off against the best that
FIFA has to offer.
Within “New” mode, “Quick Play” is a new feature that allows
you to try new game modes such as Attack, Defense,
Promotion or Co-op Mode. The mode also features option to
play with a manager, with new Complete Season Seasons, and
it include the Career stats for a new manager.
New Online Seasons mode sees you and up to four friends
(with the same version of Fifa you are playing) host and
compete live in leagues against other teams. The mode also
includes Challenge Seasons where you complete different
challenges set by your friends.
Additional customizeable Control Customization! There are
over 10 million pieces of individual body shape and customized
shirts for customizing your player. With the new Graphic
Customization, you can create your own Football leagues.
Rival Teams - Invite 25 of your friends to build their own clubs
and take them on in some exciting season of competition! Each
team is complete with player kits, player faces, stadium
displays, and more.
FIFA 22's brand new graphics engine delivers a leap forward in
player realism with realistic cartoon-style players and faces;
the new, striking Visual FX engine brings a new level of
creative artistry to your team and game-viewing
experience;Improved player physics to allow for more realistic
gameplay, including more ball control, more responsive
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goalkeepers and a wider range of dribbles.
FIFA 20 brings new player body models and faces, as well as
improvements to the Real Player Motion (RPM) engine. FIFA 20
also delivers improved player animation and control, more
advanced goalkeeping physics, and unparalleled graphics.
Best Trackers
Burst/Forward- Rapid Shooting and accurate passing
options, the leading MLS striker becomes an interesting
option for your fantasy team.
Burning/Defender- Great dribbling and safe passing
options, this is an effective attacking option and can
dominate the ball at midfield.
World Cup Team Match presented by Epson.
World Cup Team Match presented
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most authentic soccer
game – featuring gameplay innovations, an all-new Career
Mode, and Premier League players and clubs. This year,
you can experience the world’s best playing on FIFA
World Class™ FIFA 22 with the gameplay upgrades,
controls, and options that provide the ultimate soccer
experience. * Ultimate control: The brand new PENALTY
SYSTEM allows players to influence the course of the
game and even control the direction of play. Players can
choose how to handle a kick-off, throw-in or free-kick, and
see the ball bounce and roll to a new direction. Or, when
you need that perfect pass you can draw a free-kick into a
desired area using the pitch marker. Additional GK
controls: Players can now more effectively stop balls with
a new GK control system. The GK button on the PSP™ or
PS Vita™ allows you to precisely time your kicks to
accurately reach the ball and push it into the goal. The
new GK Timing system, available on consoles, makes it
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easier than ever for players to time and confidently use
their kicks. With a new adjustable second hand on the
digital PS Vita™ system, the game feels even more like
playing on a real field. Additional ball handling controls:
Players will feel a new level of control when running with
the ball. On Xbox One™ and PS4™, hit-and-runs are easier
and more rewarding thanks to the addition of extra pass
options. Players can more easily switch pass types on the
fly while making runs. The controls have also been
optimized so players can pass the ball into dangerous
areas at any time. Experience the most realistic ball
physics. * Requires a copy of FIFA 18 or a code
downloaded through the PlayStation Store™.
Compatibility with EA SPORTS FIFA 18 may vary. Premier
League players and clubs: Experience real life as Premier
League stars compete for championship titles and the
UEFA Champions League™ and UEFA Europa League™
trophies. Experience the world of English football from
Everton™ to West Ham™ and Wolverhampton
Wanderers™, from Crystal Palace™ to Manchester City™.
Players will feel and play like the Premier League with
pass and shoot mechanics, tactical approaches, first
touch, and more designed by the football experts at EA
Canada. Key Features Jump: Feel the power of explosive,
curled and static shots thanks to the new game physics,
and get those hips up to play more natural and dynamic
forward
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Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows XP, Vista, or 7
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon X2 64 or higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce 7 series or Radeon
HD2600 or higher DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Disk Space: 6
GB Sound: DirectX 9 compatible sound card or better
Recommended Requirements: Processor: Intel Core 2
Quad or AMD Phenom X2 or higher
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